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The historical puzzle of inheritanceThe historical puzzle of inheritance

!! Artificial selection has been an important practiceArtificial selection has been an important practice
since before recorded historysince before recorded history
–– Selection of animals for domesticationSelection of animals for domestication

–– Selective breeding of plantsSelective breeding of plants

!! 1919thth century  century –– Breeders desire precise techniques Breeders desire precise techniques
for controlled for controlled matings matings in plants and animals in orderin plants and animals in order
to produce desired traits in many of offspringto produce desired traits in many of offspring

!! Breeders could not explain why traits wouldBreeders could not explain why traits would
sometimes disappear and then reappear insometimes disappear and then reappear in
subsequent generations.subsequent generations.
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Animal Mating MysteriesAnimal Mating Mysteries
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Important genetics questions in theImportant genetics questions in the

early 1800early 1800’’ss

What traits are inherited?What traits are inherited?

How are traits inherited?How are traits inherited?

What is the role of chance inWhat is the role of chance in

heredity?heredity?
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!! But first, letBut first, let’’s introduce a few termss introduce a few terms

–– Mendelian factors are now called Mendelian factors are now called genesgenes

–– AllelesAlleles are different versions of the same gene are different versions of the same gene

–– An individual with two identical alleles is termedAn individual with two identical alleles is termed

homozygoushomozygous

–– An individual with two different alleles, is termedAn individual with two different alleles, is termed

heterozygousheterozygous

–– GenotypeGenotype refers to the specific allelic composition refers to the specific allelic composition

of an individualof an individual

–– PhenotypePhenotype refers to the outward appearance of an refers to the outward appearance of an

individualindividual

Copyright ©The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission required for reproduction or display
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Genotype and PhenotypeGenotype and Phenotype

!! Hereditary traits are under the control of genesHereditary traits are under the control of genes
(Mendel called them factors).(Mendel called them factors).

!! GenotypeGenotype is the genetic makeup of an organism, is the genetic makeup of an organism,
a description of the genes it contains.a description of the genes it contains.

!! PhenotypePhenotype is the characteristics that can be is the characteristics that can be
observed in an organism.observed in an organism.

!! Phenotype is determined by interaction of genesPhenotype is determined by interaction of genes
and environment.and environment.

–– Genes provide potential, but environment determinesGenes provide potential, but environment determines
whether that potential is realized (Figure 2.1).whether that potential is realized (Figure 2.1).
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Fig. 11.1  Influences on the physical manifestation (phenotype) of the genetic blueprintFig. 11.1  Influences on the physical manifestation (phenotype) of the genetic blueprint

(genotype)(genotype)
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Alternative forms of traits are allelesAlternative forms of traits are alleles

!! Each trait carries two copies of a unit ofEach trait carries two copies of a unit of

inheritance, one inherited from the motherinheritance, one inherited from the mother

and the other from the fatherand the other from the father

!! Alternative forms of traits are called Alternative forms of traits are called allelesalleles

Allele 1 Allele 2



2.1  MENDEL2.1  MENDEL’’S LAWS OF INHERITANCES LAWS OF INHERITANCE

!! His work, entitled His work, entitled ““Experiments on Plant HybridsExperiments on Plant Hybrids””

was published in 1866was published in 1866

!! Like many great scientific discoveries, it wasLike many great scientific discoveries, it was

ignored for 34 yearsignored for 34 years

!! In 1900, MendelIn 1900, Mendel’’s work was rediscovered by threes work was rediscovered by three

botanists working independentlybotanists working independently

–– Hugo de Hugo de Vries Vries of Hollandof Holland

–– Carl Carl Correns Correns of Germanyof Germany

–– Erich von Erich von Tschermak Tschermak of Austriaof Austria
Copyright ©The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission required for reproduction or display
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Keys to MendelKeys to Mendel’’s Experimentss Experiments

!! The garden pea was an ideal organism for study because:The garden pea was an ideal organism for study because:

–– Vigorous growthVigorous growth

–– Self fertilizationSelf fertilization

–– Easy to cross fertilizeEasy to cross fertilize

–– Produces large number of offspring each generationProduces large number of offspring each generation

!! Mendel analyzed traits with discrete alternative forms (one of two options)Mendel analyzed traits with discrete alternative forms (one of two options)

–– purple vs. white flowerspurple vs. white flowers

–– yellow vs. green peasyellow vs. green peas

–– round vs. wrinkled seedsround vs. wrinkled seeds

–– long vs. short stem lengthlong vs. short stem length

!! Mendel established pure/true breeding lines to conduct his experiments.Mendel established pure/true breeding lines to conduct his experiments.

–– (traits remain constant from generation to generation)(traits remain constant from generation to generation)
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Monohybrid Crosses and MendelMonohybrid Crosses and Mendel’’s Principle ofs Principle of

SegregationSegregation

!! Terminology used in breeding experiments:Terminology used in breeding experiments:

–– Parental generation is the P generation.Parental generation is the P generation.

–– True breeding unless stated otherwiseTrue breeding unless stated otherwise

–– Progeny of P generation is the first filial generation,Progeny of P generation is the first filial generation,

"" designated F1.designated F1.

–– When F1 interbreed or are When F1 interbreed or are ““selfedselfed””,,

–– the second filial generation, F2, is produced.the second filial generation, F2, is produced.

–– F2 is always F1 x F1F2 is always F1 x F1

–– Subsequent interbreeding produces F3, F4, and F5Subsequent interbreeding produces F3, F4, and F5

generations.generations.
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Monohybrid Crosses and MendelMonohybrid Crosses and Mendel’’s Principle ofs Principle of

SegregationSegregation

!! A monohybrid cross involves true-breeding strains thatA monohybrid cross involves true-breeding strains that

differ in adiffer in a  single trait.single trait.

!! To determine whether both parents contribute equally toTo determine whether both parents contribute equally to

the phenotype of a particular trait in offspringthe phenotype of a particular trait in offspring

–– a set of reciprocal crosses is performed.a set of reciprocal crosses is performed.

!!   In In Mendelian Mendelian genetics, offspring of a monohybrid crossgenetics, offspring of a monohybrid cross

will exactly resemble only one of the parents.will exactly resemble only one of the parents.

–– This is the principle of uniformity in F1 (Figure 2.5).This is the principle of uniformity in F1 (Figure 2.5).

–– Complete dominanceComplete dominance
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Fig. 2.6  The FFig. 2.6  The F22 progeny progeny

of the cross shown inof the cross shown in

Figure 2.5Figure 2.5
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Monohybrid Crosses and MendelMonohybrid Crosses and Mendel’’s Principle of Segregations Principle of Segregation

!! Mendel noted that traits that disappear in the F1Mendel noted that traits that disappear in the F1
reappear in the F2.reappear in the F2.

!! The F2 has a ratio of about three individuals withThe F2 has a ratio of about three individuals with
the phenotype of the F1 to one individual with thethe phenotype of the F1 to one individual with the
““reappearingreappearing”” phenotype phenotype

–– 3:1 ratio3:1 ratio

–– 3/4 to 1/43/4 to 1/4

!! Mendel reasoned that information to create the traitMendel reasoned that information to create the trait
was present in the F1 in the form of was present in the F1 in the form of ““factorsfactors””

–– now called genes (Figure 2.6).now called genes (Figure 2.6).
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Monohybrid Crosses and MendelMonohybrid Crosses and Mendel’’s Principle of Segregations Principle of Segregation

!! By convention, letters may be used to designate alleles,By convention, letters may be used to designate alleles,

–– with the dominant a capital letter (with the dominant a capital letter (SS))

–– and the recessive in lowercase (and the recessive in lowercase (ss).).

!! Individuals with identical alleles are said to beIndividuals with identical alleles are said to be
homozygous for that genehomozygous for that gene

–– (e.g., genotypes (e.g., genotypes SSSS and  and ssss))

–– because all their gametes will have the same allele for this trait.because all their gametes will have the same allele for this trait.

!! Individuals with different alleles are heterozygousIndividuals with different alleles are heterozygous

–– (e.g., (e.g., SsSs))

–– because 1/2 of their gametes will contain one allele, and 1/2 thebecause 1/2 of their gametes will contain one allele, and 1/2 the
other (Figure 2.7).other (Figure 2.7).
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Fig. 2.7  Dominant and recessive alleles of a gene for seed shape in peasFig. 2.7  Dominant and recessive alleles of a gene for seed shape in peas
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Monohybrid Crosses and MendelMonohybrid Crosses and Mendel’’s Principle ofs Principle of

SegregationSegregation

!! When Mendel had conducted experiments forWhen Mendel had conducted experiments for

the seven different traits in garden peas (Tablethe seven different traits in garden peas (Table

2.1), he made these conclusions:2.1), he made these conclusions:

1.1. Results of reciprocal crosses are always the same.Results of reciprocal crosses are always the same.

2.2. The F1 resembled only one of the parents.The F1 resembled only one of the parents.

3.3. The trait missing in the F1 reappeared in about 1/4The trait missing in the F1 reappeared in about 1/4

of the F2 individuals.of the F2 individuals.



Punnett SquaresPunnett Squares

!! A A Punnett squarePunnett square is a grid that enables one to predict the is a grid that enables one to predict the
outcome of simple genetic crossesoutcome of simple genetic crosses

–– proposed by the English geneticist, Reginald proposed by the English geneticist, Reginald PunnettPunnett

!! 1.  Write down the genotypes of both parents1.  Write down the genotypes of both parents

–– Male parent = Male parent = TtTt

–– Female parent = Female parent = TtTt

!! 2.  Write down the possible gametes each parent can2.  Write down the possible gametes each parent can
make.make.

–– Male gametes: Male gametes: TT or  or tt

–– Female gametes: Female gametes: TT or  or tt

Copyright ©The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission required for reproduction or display



!! 3.  Create an empty Punnett square3.  Create an empty Punnett square

!! 4.  Fill in the Punnett square with the possible4.  Fill in the Punnett square with the possible

genotypes of the offspringgenotypes of the offspring
Copyright ©The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission required for reproduction or display



!! 5. Determine the relative proportions of5. Determine the relative proportions of

genotypes and phenotypes of the offspringgenotypes and phenotypes of the offspring

–– Genotypic ratioGenotypic ratio

""TT : TT : Tt Tt : : tttt

""  1 : 2  : 11 : 2  : 1

–– Phenotypic ratioPhenotypic ratio

"" Tall  :  dwarfTall  :  dwarf

""    3   :     1   3   :     1

Copyright ©The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission required for reproduction or display
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The Principle of SegregationThe Principle of Segregation

!! The first Mendelian law, the principle ofThe first Mendelian law, the principle of

segregation, states:segregation, states:

–– ““Recessive characters, which are masked in the F1Recessive characters, which are masked in the F1

from a cross between two true-breeding strains,from a cross between two true-breeding strains,

reappear in a specific proportion in the F2.reappear in a specific proportion in the F2.””

!! This is because This is because allelesalleles segregate during segregate during

anaphase I of meiosisanaphase I of meiosis

–– and progeny are then produced by randomand progeny are then produced by random

combination of the gametes.combination of the gametes.
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Confirming the Principle of Segregation:Confirming the Principle of Segregation:

!! Mendel observed that plants with theMendel observed that plants with the

recessive phenotype are all truerecessive phenotype are all true  breeding.breeding.

!! Not true for the dominant phenotypeNot true for the dominant phenotype

–– When plants with the dominant phenotype areWhen plants with the dominant phenotype are

self crossedself crossed

"" 1/3 are1/3 are  true-breeding,true-breeding,

"" and 2/3 produce progeny with both phenotypesand 2/3 produce progeny with both phenotypes

"" (Figure 2.10).(Figure 2.10).
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Fig. 2.10b  MendelFig. 2.10b  Mendel’’s firsts first

law, principle oflaw, principle of

segregation of Mendeliansegregation of Mendelian

factors: Production of thefactors: Production of the

FF22 generation generation
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!! You can determine whether an individual with theYou can determine whether an individual with the

dominant phenotype is homozygous or heterozygousdominant phenotype is homozygous or heterozygous

by self crossing the individuals (Figure 2.11).by self crossing the individuals (Figure 2.11).

Confirming the Principle of Segregation:Confirming the Principle of Segregation:

Peter J. Russell, iGenetics: Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., publishing as Benjamin Cummings.

Fig. 2.11  Determining the genotypes of the FFig. 2.11  Determining the genotypes of the F22 smooth progeny of Figure 2.10 by  smooth progeny of Figure 2.10 by selfingselfing

the plants grown from the smooth seedsthe plants grown from the smooth seeds
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Confirming the Principle of Segregation:Confirming the Principle of Segregation:

TestcrossesTestcrosses

!! A more common way to determine whether anA more common way to determine whether an

individual with the dominant phenotype isindividual with the dominant phenotype is

homozygous or heterozygous is to perform ahomozygous or heterozygous is to perform a

testcrosstestcross

–– By definition you must cross the individual with one that isBy definition you must cross the individual with one that is

homozygous recessivehomozygous recessive (Figure 2.11). (Figure 2.11).
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Testcrosses

!! A test cross allows one to determine the alleles carried byA test cross allows one to determine the alleles carried by
the F1 parent:the F1 parent:

!! because the test cross parent can only contribute thebecause the test cross parent can only contribute the
recessive allele - isrecessive allele - is  ALWAYS homozygous recessive!ALWAYS homozygous recessive!

!! The phenotypes of the resulting progeny allow you toThe phenotypes of the resulting progeny allow you to
determine the genotype of the F1 parent.determine the genotype of the F1 parent.

Is this yellow pea

YY or Yy?

F1 X

cross it with a yy pea

(test cross)

1/2 yellow

1/2 green

Result:

so the F1 yellow pea was:____Yy
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Testcrosses

## Used to determine the genotype of a Used to determine the genotype of a phenotypicallyphenotypically
dominant individualdominant individual
–– is a round pea plant heterozygous (is a round pea plant heterozygous (RrRr))

–– or homozygous (RR)?or homozygous (RR)?

## Cross with individual with known genotypeCross with individual with known genotype…… a a
phenotypically phenotypically recessive individualrecessive individual
–– in this case, wrinkled pea plant (in this case, wrinkled pea plant (rrrr))

## Test for Test for hiddenhidden recessive genes with  recessive genes with homozygoushomozygous
recessiverecessive tester strain  tester strain phenotypephenotype of progeny from test of progeny from test
cross indicates the cross indicates the genotypegenotype of tested parent of tested parent

## DEFINITION:DEFINITION:
## A A test crosstest cross is a cross of the F is a cross of the F11 plant to a  plant to a homozygous recessivehomozygous recessive plant plant

## Test crosses help establish Test crosses help establish gentoypegentoype
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Expected Results of a Testcross

## Yellow pea is dominant to green peaYellow pea is dominant to green pea

## Cross A = If homozygousCross A = If homozygous
–– YYYY X  X yyyy  (tester)(tester)

–– expect 100% of progeny areexpect 100% of progeny are
dominant phenotypedominant phenotype

–– progeny will all be progeny will all be YyYy

## Cross BN = If heterozygousCross BN = If heterozygous
–– YyYy  X X yyyy  (tester)(tester)

–– expect 50% of progeny areexpect 50% of progeny are
recessive phenotype (recessive phenotype (yyyy))

–– 50% are 50% are YyYy

## This works for all 7 ofThis works for all 7 of
MendelMendel’’s chosen traitss chosen traits

## (and many others)(and many others)
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QuestionQuestion

!! If Mendel had a homozygous tall plant whatIf Mendel had a homozygous tall plant what

would the genotype look like from thiswould the genotype look like from this

individual?individual?

!! 1) tall1) tall

!! 2) short2) short

!! 3) TT3) TT

!! 4) 4) TtTt
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QuestionQuestion

!! If Mendel had a homozygote recessive plantIf Mendel had a homozygote recessive plant

for height what would the phenotype lookfor height what would the phenotype look

like from this individual?like from this individual?

!! 1) tall1) tall

!! 2) short2) short

!! 3) TT3) TT

!! 4) 4) TtTt

!!
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QuestionQuestion

!! If homozygous recessive for plantIf homozygous recessive for plant

height what would gametes lookheight what would gametes look

like?like?

!! 1) all TT1) all TT

!! 2) all2) all tt tt

!! 3) half T and half t3) half T and half t

!! 4) all t4) all t

!! 5) all T5) all T
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QuestionQuestion

!! Assume that in guinea pigs, dark brown fur (B) isAssume that in guinea pigs, dark brown fur (B) is

dominant to black fur (b). If you mate a blackdominant to black fur (b). If you mate a black

guinea pig with a homozygous brown guinea pig,guinea pig with a homozygous brown guinea pig,

what proportion of the progeny will bewhat proportion of the progeny will be

homozygous?homozygous?

–– 1. 100%1. 100%

–– 2. 50%2. 50%

–– 3. 35%3. 35%

–– 4. none4. none
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HomeworkHomework  ProblemsProblems

!! Chapter 2Chapter 2

!! # 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11# 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11


